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"Evpel'imental prooj of tlie e.1Jistence oj Ampèl'e's molecula1' CU7'7'ents." By Prof. A. EINSTl!.IN and Dl'. W. J. DE HAAS.

Physics. -

(Comlllunicated by Prof. H. A.

LORJ~NTZ)\,

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

W"hen it had been discovered by OBRSTED that magnetic actions
are exerted not onIy by permanent lllagnets, but also by electric
currents, there seemed to be two entirely different ways in which
a lllagnetic field can be produred. This conception, however, conld
hardly be considered as satisfactory and physicists soon tried to
refer the two actions to one and the same cause. AMPÈRE succeeded
in doing so by his celebrated hypothesis 0] rurrents circulating
around tbe molecules without encountering any resistance.
The same assulllption is made in tbe theory of electrons in tbe
form e.g. in which it has been developed by H. A. LORENTZ, the
only difference being that, like electric currents in general, the
lllolecular currents are now J'egarded as a cil'culation of elementary
charges or electrons.
It cannot be denied tbat these views caIl forth some objections.
One of these is even more serious than it was in AMPÈRE'S days;
it is difficult to concei\'e a circulation of electricity free from all
resistance and therefore continuing for ever. lndeed, according to
MAXIDlLL'S equations circulating electrons must lose their energy
by radiation; the molecules of a magnetic body wonld therefore
gradually lose their magnetic moment. Nothing of the kind having
ever been observed, the hypotbesis, seems' irreconcilable with a
general validity of the fnndamental laws of electromagnetism_
Again, the law of CURIE-IJANGBVIN requires that tbe magnetic
moment of a molecule shaLL be independent of the temperatul'e, and
shall still exist at the absolnte zero. The energy of the revolving
electrons would, therefore be a true zero point energy. In tbe
opinion of many physicists however, the existence of an energy of
tbis kind is. very improbable.
Tt appears by these remarks that aftel' all as much may be said
in favour of AMPÈRE'S hypothBsis as against it and that the question
concerns important physical principles. We have therefore made
the experiments here to be described. by wbich we have been able
to' show that the magnetic moment of an Îl'on molerule is really
due to, a circulation of electrons.
The possibility of an experimental proof lies in tbe fact that every
negative electl'on ci~'cU!lating m a rlosed path has a moment of
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momentum in a direction opposite to the vector that represents its
magnetic moment, the ratio between the two moments having a
definHe value which i§ independent of the geometric dirnensions
and of the time of circulation. Tbe magnetic molecule behaves as
a gyroscope whose axis coincides wich the dü~ection of the magnetisation. Every change of magnetic state involves an alteration of
the orientation of the gYl'oscopes and of the moment of momentum
of the magnetic elements. In vü·tue of the law of conservation ot
moment of momentum the change of "magnetic" moment of momentum must be compensated by an equal, and opposite one in the
moment of momentum of ponderabie matter. The magnetisa,tion of a
body must therefol'e give rise to a coupIe, which makes the body
rotate. 1)

§ 1.

Magnetic moment ancl moment of mome12tum of tlw molecule.

The magnetic moment of a current of intensity i flowing along
a circle of area F is given by the formula

m=iF,
or if the current consists in an electron cil'culating 12 times per
second by
m=neF .
(1)

It may be represellted by a vector perpendicular to the plane
of the circle, the positive direction of this vector cOlTesponding in
the well-known way to tbe positive direction of the Cll1'rent.
Tbe moment of momentum is

= 2mnF,

•
(2)
if we let coincide its positive direction with that of the magnetic
moment.
, Hence:
2m
ID~=-m
(3)
e
SJ)?

Fot' a body in which a certain nllmber of electl'ons are cil'~lllating,
this becomes
2m
2ID~=-2m,
e
or if we denote the magnetisation 201 by 1
1) This paper had gone to press when we learned that O. W. RWHARDSON
(Phys. Rev. Vol. 26, 1908 p. 248) had sought already for the effect in question, without
however obtaining a positive result.

45*
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2m

2i))~=-I.

(4)

e

Consequence

§ 2.

0/

the existence 0/ a magnetic moment
of momentum.

Any change of tIle moment of momentum .2ID? of a magnetized
body gives rise to a couple 0 determined by tIle vector equation
dm?
dI
& = - .2 di
1,13.10- 7 dt
. . . (5)

=

wh ere the numerical coefficient bas been deduced from the known
e

"alue of - for negative electrons.
m

It ,has been our aim to verifYI the relation expl'essed by (5). We
I'lhall show in. the first place that the calcnlated effect is not too
smail to be observed. Let the body be an iron cylinder with radius
R, which can rotate about its vertical axis. 'Ve shall deduce from
(5) the angular velocity w the cylinder acquil'es by the l'eversal of
a longitudinal magnetisation, which we suppose to have tile satmution \'alue Is. Denoting by Q the moment of inertia 'Of the cylinder,
and writing }. for (he above coefficient 1,13 . 10-7, we fi~d
Qw = J&dt

= 2J.Is .

Now, if the satllration vaille of the magnetisation per cm 3 is 1000,
which is not a high estimate, we have Is
of inertia is Q

= !; MR2,

Lvi
= -7,8
.1000. The moment

=

and we find for R
0,1 cm
w = 0,6 . 10-2 ,
an angular velocity that can easily be observed.

§ 3.

DesC1'iption

0/

t!te met/wd.

At first sight it seems that equation (5) may be tested in the
following way. A soft iron cylinder C is sllspended by a thin wire
D coinciding with the axis of tlte cylinder prolonged, the period of
the torsional oscillatiolls being a few seconds. Let the cylinder C
be surrounded by a coil K whose axis coincides with thnt of C.
Then, on reversing a cunent in 1(, a rotation of C ollght to be
obsei·ved. In reality, howe\'er, this simple method cannot be thought
of. As the field of the roil wilI not be uniform the cylinder
would probably show highly irl'eglliar motions rompletely masking
the effect that is sought for.

\
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Better resltlts are obtained if the effect is magnified by 1'esoDl1llCe~ For this purpose an alternating cllrrent having the same or
nearlJ the same frequency as the oscillations of Cabout the wire
D is made to flow through t11e coil.
Fot' the oscillations of Cabout the ve1'tical axis under the influence
of the couple (} we haye the equation
(}=Q;;+@a+P~ .

(6)
in which the angle a, the deviation from the position of equilibrium
is reckoned positive in the same direction a~ the eurrent in the windings. Q is tbe moment of inertia, @ the torsion constant of the
wil'e and PasmaIl coefficient of friction. rnste'ad of @ and P we
shall introduce two new constants

p

,,=2Q

(7)

the firEit of whieh is 2Jt times the free frequency, as it would be
in the absence of friction, whereas " is fhe constant of damping.
lndeed the free oscillations (the eq uation for which is dednced from
(6) by putting (} = 0) are given by
a
Ce-~t cos (V (/)0 2 -,,~ t
pl.
The diffel'entiaI equaiion (6) is easiIy soIved if we develop (} as
a function of t in a FOURIER series. N ow according to (5) 0 has

=

~::----:

+

dl

the same phase as -. Hence, if tlle magnetisation were proportional
dt

to the current we ('ould directly represent (} as a harmonie fllnction
whose phase would be t.7 in advance of that of the CUl'l'ent i in
the co ilo The propol'tionality will, howe,-er, hold for small intensitIes
only. lf the am plitude of i is made to increase so that the mag,:netistttion approaches sattu'ation, the magnetisation curve takes a different form. Finally, for ve1'y large amplitudes of i, the magnetisation
vvill suddenly pass from one saturation \'allle into the opposite one,
simultaneously (except for a small
difference of phase) vvith the
I
change of direction of the current. For ihis limiting case 1he calculatjon will now be made.
The couple acting on the cylinder may be represented by fig. 1,
in vvhich the sinusoid refel's to the current i 1).
.

dl

1) The curvo with the sharp peaks represents the value of dt ' to which the couple

(} is proportional. lt was obtained in the following way. The iron cylinder, which
had its right POSitiOD along the axis of the coil K, was surrounded by a nal'l'OW
glass lube covered with windings and immediately besida this tube a similar one,
.equal to it and covered in the same way, was placed. The wÏlldings of the two
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Fig. 1.

Each shal'p peak cOl'respond& to a re\'ersal of the magnetisation
and we have for each of them

fo&=±~h

~

Let the ol'igin t = 0 coincide with a point in Fig. 1, where the
cureent passes from the negative to the positive direction. Then we
may write
i
A 8in rot, .
(9)
and () may be developed in a series

=

n=oo

() =n=l
:E B

n ro t

C08

(10)

Of this series the fil'st term only need be considered here, as the
effect corresponding to it is ihe only one that is multiplied by
l'esonance, so that the other terms have no sensible influence on the
motion of the cylinder. Now, multiplying (10) by cos wt and integrating over a fuU period '11-:- 2.1l' we find
ro

+37r

f

:n:

2",
() C08

rot dt

= - Bl'
(I)

2",

On the left hand side 0 is different from 0 only in the very small
intervals at t

=0

and t

=
_.:re
, ro

For tbe first of these we may put

tubes were connected in such a way, that a curl'ent passing through them flowed
round the tubes in opposite direcLions.
Under these circumstal1ces, ths current induced in the windings is exactly proportional to

~,

the demagnetizing action of the poles of the iron bar being

eliminated, as weIl as the induction due to the field of the coil K. The graph
1'01'

the induced current, and therefore for

d~

or () was obtained by means of an

oscillograph of SIEMENS and RALSKE. The alternations of the current i, represenled 'by the sinusoid, were registered in the same way.
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cos w t = 1 and
using (8)

.fOl'

the second cos

ft)

t = -1 so that we find,

41w
BI=-Is'
'3"(

,

,

(11)

,

(1'2)

Instead óf (6) we now get the equation
BI ;'08 O.:t = Q~
the pel'iodic solution of which is

+ @a + p~, .

Bl
a=-cos(wt-v), '

,

,

,

• (13)

1t

if the constants u and vare determined by
tt

cos V

= (w/-w 2 ) Q

1~sinv=2~wQ

I.

(14)

~

Here the ql1antity 'l.L, to which we shall give the positive sign,
detel'mines the amplitude whel'eas the phase of the oscillations is
given by the angle 17. Fo!' the amplitude, which we shall denote
by lal, we fiod
-B1-_
lal_

4À.Is

r

V(w 2-w 2
nQ
0
+ 4~2
w2
it becomes a maximum lal n> viz,
'
2).. Is
lal11l =-Q
n ~
t~

Fol'

=

W

Wo

, , , t15)

, (16)

As to the pbase, we first l'emark that accol'ding to (14) v

=~

)

for

=

W

WO'

If the fl'equency of the alternating CUl'l'ent is higher

than that of the cylinder, we have v

> ~n
-

v

n

< 2'

and in the opposite case
I

\Vhen w is made to diffel' more and more from

Wo'

v approaches

the

the value ~ in the fil'st ('ase and 0 in the second.
~ is smaIl we may say that these
limiting values will be l'eached at rathel' small distances from Wo
all'eady, In our experiments th is was l'eally the case and we mar
thel'efore say, excepting only values of w in the immediate neigh.;1' for
Wo alld V
0 fol' W
Wo'
bourhood of Wo that v
Taking into account what has been said about the positive dil'ection
one will easily see that, if the curl'ent i and tl1e deviation a had
the same ph ase, Ithe cylinder would at eyery moment be de,'iated
in the dil'ection the cUt'rent in the coil has just then, In reality the
phase

1(, the constant of dam ping

=

w>
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phase of the oscillations of the cy linder is behind that of the CUl'l'ent
,

~

by an amount v - -; this follows from (9) and (13). Remembering
2

fl1rther that in the deduction of (11) it -has been assllm-ed that
the circulating eJectrons are. negative and that if they weJ'e positive
ones, the sign of El and the phase of the effect would be reversed
we are led to the following conclusion:

Nega tive' elecl1'ons.
W> WO'

W
W

<
=

WO'
WO'

The phase of the oscillations of the cylinder is aquarter
of a period behind thfit of the rUl'l'ent.
It is a quarter of a period in advance.
The vibration has the same phase as the current.

Positive elect1'ons.
W > WO'

W

<

WO'

W

=

WO'

The phase of t.he oseillations of the cylinder is a quarter
of a pel'iod in ad vance of that of the CUl'l'ent.
It is a quarter of a period behind that of the CUl'l'ent.
The vibration of the cylinder and 1he CUlTent have opposite
phases.

It is important to notice that the1'o is a quarter of a period
difference of phase between the acth'e couple El cos wt and the
Cllrrent i = A sin 'vt and likewise between the active couple and
the alternating magnetisation. This is al ways so, independently of
the l'elative valtles of wand Wo and of the sign of the circulating
electrons.
~

4.

Short desc1'iption of the appamtus.

The alternating field which has been mentioned sevel'al times
already was excited by two coils placed with their axes along the
same vertical line and with a distance of about 1 cm between
them. They we re mounted on a brass foot to which three foot screws
could give different inclinations. The coils were connected in series
and gaye a field o~ about 50 Gauss. The iron cylinder was sllspeItded
aIong their axis. This cylinder, 1.7 mm thick and in the first '
, experiments 7 cm long, wa,s careflllly tllrned of soft iron. Oentrally
in itb top thel'e was bored a narrow hole of diameter 0.3 mm in
whieh a fitting glass wire was sealed. At its middle the cylinder

,

\
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wore a very light mirror made from a silvel'ed micl'oscope covering
glass. The light of a single wire lamp was thrown on the mirror
through tlle space between the two coils. The reflected rays formed
an image Oll a - scale placed at a distance of 45 cm When the
cylinder was sei vibrating this image was broadened into a band,
the width of wbich detel'mined the double deviation.
In order to obtain resonance, it must of comse be possible to
regulate the length of the glass wire. For this purpose we used a
clamping arrangement by which th~ glass wire could be tightly
held at different points of its length.
The clamp and the slIspending wire with the cylinder cOllld rotate
together about a yel'tical axis 'in a fixed column. The effective current
was read on a prepision instrument. Finally, the whole n,pparatus
was surrounded by an arrangement Iby which the terrestrial magnetic
field eould be eompensated. We shall revert to it further on.
~

5.

Tlw expel'iments.

Let us now examine the prinripal distllrbÎIlg eauses.
1. At the ends of the cylinder alternating poles are induced ..
Aeling on these the horizontal component of the terl'estdal. field ean
give rise to a eouple alternating with the same fl'equency as the
CUl'rent and tending to rotate the cylinder about a horizon tal
axis. (Effect I).
Rot~ttions of this kind ,have not, ho wever, been obsel've,d by us .
.2. Aecol'ding to the views of WEISS the f91'l'Omagnetic crystals
are lying irreglllarly in all directions. It ma) thel'efore happen
that some of them are dil'ected in snch a way that their magnetism
is not reversed by the altel'nating field. In this case there wil! be
a permanent hor~zontal component of the magnetisation, which,
acted upon by the alternating horizontal component of the magnetic
field in the coil, will give rise to an alternating couple al'oulld the
vertical axis with the same frequeney and phase as the altel'l1ating
field _(Effect 11).
3. The 3.xis about which the cylinder rotates wilI not coineide
accurately with its magnetic axis.
A permanent horizontal\ magnetic force such as that of terreslrial
magnetism, will therefore prodllce torsional oscillations of the cylinder.
The couple which exci1es these oscillations has the same phase as
the magnetisation and (in the case .of strong cllrrents) as the alternating CUl'l'ent itself.
4. It,js easily seen that the FOUCAUJ.T eUl'I'ents which are induced
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in the cylinder cannot have any influellCe in our experiment, their
801e effect being a slight retal'dation of tIle magnetic l'eversals. So '
far as we can see, the abo\'e effects are the only ones thai have
the same frequency as the Cl1l'1'ent in the coil and are therefore'
,magnified by resonance. When now the coil was connected to the
main alternating current conductor!:; the image on the scale 1'emained
perfectlr at rest so long as the length of the suspending wire was
not such as to make the freqllency of a free vibration of the cylinder coincide vel'y nearly ~ith that of the alternating field. The
l'esonance appeal'ed and disappeal'ed again by a change of length
of the wire by 1 mm, the whole length being 8 cm;In order to find the length required for resonance and to make
sure that the suspended apparatus did not vibrate in one of its
higher modes, we used the following method by which we could
also detel'mine the moment of inertia of the cylinder.
At the lower end of tbe iron' cylinder we sealed a short copper
cross bar whose moment of inertia was 10,7.
For the moment of inertia of the cylinder calculation had given

0,0045.
It follow::; from this that the period of oscillation of the cylinder
becomes

V

10,7

0,0045 = 48,8 times greater by ad ding the small cross

bar. If therefore we chose the length of the wire so as to have a
fl'equency 1 1) with the cross-bar, the frequency without it would
be about J,8,8. This is nearly equal to the frequency of the alternating c u r r e n t . .
.
We were sure by this t bat the suspended system would vibrate
in its fundamental mode. In order to determine the moment of
inertia lIlore accurately howeve1', the cylinder ~as now placed
within the coil and the length of the wil'e was increased until the
resonance was at its maximum. Then the fl'eqnency of the free
vibrations might be supposed to be eql1al to that of the alternating
CUlTent which was fOllnd to be 46,2. Aftel' this the arl'angement
was rèmoved fi'om the coil nnd the cross bar fixed 10 it. Wethen
founà the fl'eql1ency 1,14. From these numbers we deduce

( 46,2

Q= 10,7 -1~14)2 -;- 0,0065.
Aftel' these preparations it was found that Effect Il, i. e. the
oscillation caused by permanent poles in the cylindel', was of no
1) By frequency we
second.

alway~

mean the numbel' of complete oscillations in a
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importance. The double deviation remained unchanged when the
position of the axis of the coil with respect to a vertical line was
changed by means of the foot screws, a change which gave rise to
horizontal alternating fields.
Effect lIl, 110wever, which was eaused by the action whieh stationary magnetic fields ean exert on the altèrnating poles on account
of their excentrie position eould easily be observed. The double
deviation changed immediately when a permanent magnet was
brought near the coil. The influellce of the terrestrial magnetism
was also apparent. When it was not compensated we got, in the
case of resonance, a broadening of the image on the scale up to
3 cm for a scale distance of 45 cm. In all further experiments
the terrestrial field has therefore been compensated, the meaSlll'ements required fol' this being made with an eal'th inductor and a
ballistic galvanometer. The ho l'Îzon tal and vertical components of
the terreetrial field were compensated separately by means of boops
of about 1 m. diameter on whieh coppel' wire was wound. The
rurrellt was. taken from storage ceUs, and precision Ampèremeters of
SIEMENS and HAIJSKE served' fol' continllaUy controlling its strength.
Whether the l'ompensation was obtained could be tested by tllrning
the upper end of the suspending wire. The amplitude of the oscillations changed by this so long as the felTestrial magnetism was
still acting on the iron magnetized by the alternating Cllrrent. Aftel'
compensation ho we vel' this azimuthal sensibility of the effect had
disappeared. Aftel' all th ere remained a weIl marked double deviation of 4,5 mmo
We now had to make su re that this was really the effect we
sought for, For this purpose we first availed ourselves of the circumstance that the acting couple must diffel' a quarter of a period
in phase from the cm'rent and the magnetisation. We bl'ought a
permanent magnet near the coil, thereby calling forth effect Hl
and ad ding to tlle couple BI cos rot, with whieb we are concerned,
a new one, whieh has the same or the opposite phase as the magnetis~tion and therefol'e diffel's a qual'ter of a period in phasè from
BI cos (Ot. Whatever be the sign of th is additional couple, the amplitude of the resnlting one must become larger th8:n BI' We found
indeed that the broadening of the image always increased when we
brought a magnet near the coil.
\
FUl'ther the theory reql1ires that the IlIag'nitude of the effect depends
on tlle intensity of the alternating field in· the same way as the
magnetisation itself. This was likewise eonfirmed by experiment.
Finally we ~hall compal'e the observed magnitude of the effect
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with the theoretical one. If we take 1200 for the magnetisation
reached by the il'On, we get (the volume of tlle cylilJdel' being 0,16
192. By direct obsel'vation of the oscillations in the altercm 3 ) Is
naling field we found

=

As
it follows from (16) that

R. = 0,533.
Q= 0,0065,

lal =

0,0036.
For ascale distance of 45 cm this gives for tlle double deviation
41 al .45 0,65; as has been said all'eady, we haye found 0,45 by
our expcriments.
As ra this difference we must observe that the theoretical vaille
is an upper limit, as the magnetisrn does not change its sign instantaneously.
On ac~ount of the demagnetising inflnence of the free poles the
field in the coil must be rather strong if on its reversal the mag·
netisation is to take immediately a constant value in the new direction.

=

§ 6.

Detennination of the plwse.

'Ve have seen that the acth-e roupJe differs a qual'ter of a period
in phase from the alternatillg lllagnetisation. Furthel' it follows frol1l
~ 3 that by compal'ing the phase of the effect (PJ with that of the
alternating cm'rent (P2 ) we sball be able to deeide, whether t11e
electrons circnlating ronnd the iron molecnJes are reaUy negative
ones. We have tl'Ïed to effect this by proceeding in the following way.
The single wire lamp nsed for the scale reading was connected
with thè main alternating eurrent conductors in pal'allel with the
coil th at contained the iron cylinder. 1f then we brought a permanent magnet near the lamp, the iIlcandescent wire was set into
motion by alternating electromagneti.c forces, so that, besides the
oscillations dne to the vibrations of the mirror, the image aJso
perfol'med those that were caused by the motion of the wire.!
By observing whether the addition of tl1is Jast vibration incl'eased
or decreased the amplitnde of Ihe image, we could compare the
phase PI with that of the new vibratiol1s. Now th is Intter is determined by the phase of the gJowing wire and th is in its turn c1epends
on the phase of the current in it, whereas tbe difference between
this pbase and P 2 is cletermined by the self-induction of the coil.
It wouJd therefol'e be possibJe to compal'e the pbases PI and P2'
Unfortl1nately, when ou!' expel'Ïments had been brollght to a conclllsion I1nd one of us had left BerJin it came out that a mistal\e
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had been made !TI the application of the method, so that we must
consider as a faiIure this part of OUl' investigation. The llegative
sign of the circulating elecjrons is ho wever made very probable by
the agreement between the magnitude of the obset'ved effect and
the vaJue we have deduced fol' it from that of the ratio

e
m

fol'

negative electrons.

§ 7.

M01'e accumte measurements.

The measurements thus fal' described furnished a satisfactory confirmation of the theory, but were mnch laeking in preeision. The
field in the coil was too weak practically to eau se the sudden
reversals of the magnetisation assumed in the theory. FUl'ther the
coefficient of damping " could not be detel'lIlined with any accuracy.
Even' the question lIlay al'Ïse whether rbe intluence of the damping
is represented rightly hy the term p(; in eqllatioll (6). .
For these reasons we have somewhat modified our apparatus. In
order to quicken tbe l'evérsals of the magnerisation we nsed instead
of the former. shorL coil one of 62 cm length (abollt 100 windings
to a cm) the amplitude of whose field, for an effeetive Ml'ength of
1,45 Ampère was 260 Gauss in its central part and therefore 130
Gauss at the ends. In order to diminish the demagnetizing influence
of the poles we further used a cylinder of 16 cm length and 0;17 em
diameter. The minor was now suspended by a thin walled tube that was
sealed to the Jowel' end of the iron cylinder. It just projected beneath
the 10wer end of the coiL In order to avoid a determination of the
eoeffieient of damping and assumptions abont the law of damping
a series of experiments were made in wbieh, fol' a definite length
of the vl'Îre, the amplitude lul was derermined for different frequencies of the alternating current, so that a "resonance curve" could
be drawn.
'
The alternating CUlTent was furnished by a generator plaeed in
the ~ellat' of tbe building and mo\'ed by the cm'rent of a battery
of storage cells. The appal'<1,tlls in the worldng room cornprised a
variabie resistanee eonnected in parallel to tbe windings of the field
magnets. By varying this l'esistance we could change within certain
limits tbe exciting current in the motor and tberefol'e tbe mImber
of its revolutions and the fi'equenry of the induced alternating
Cllrl'ent. The CUl'l'ent which passed throllgh the variabie resislanee
was controlled by an ampèremeter. When all other things were kept
constant thc fl'equency of the altel'llating Clll'rent was a function of
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the strength of the cllrrent in the variabIe l'esistance. Besides we
flsed a l'esonance fl'equency meter of HARTl\fANN and BRAUN, with which we could accurately determine definite freqllenries (45; 45,5;
46 up to 55). The intermediate frequencies were intel'polated by
means of the ampèremeter. The amplitude of the vibrations of the
cylinder was measured in the same way as in the former experiments. Howe,;er, in order to increase tlle preeision we now took a
scale distance of 145 cm.
In fig. 2 the results have been plotted graphically. Tbe numbers
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on the horizontal 1 ) axis give the frequencies' of the alternating
current, those on the vertica:l axis 10 times the double deviation in
centimeters.
For the calculation we each time nsed two points at the same
height combined with the -ordinate of the highest point of the CUl'\'e.
lf for shol'tness' sake we put
4J.Is
--=(t~
JrQ
it follows from (15) thar

~_
Ia 1

C>

VlW
.

2

2
- ( 0 )2

(02

C<

2

+4".

Now, if rul
wo) and W 2
wo) are the two values of W corl'espon ding to the same amplitude lal we have the equations
2
[.t
'2:
f.t
V(W 0 2 _W/)2
'2:
1 -W/)2
-al =
4" aIJd -I
1
4" .
(0 2
a
W '2:
, 1
'2:
l

V(W

+

Ey elimination of

Wo

+

=

and " from these and ti'om
[.t

lalm =2"
we find
[.t2

[.t2

lal2 -lal 2m=

(W 1-(02)2.

Let v be the difference in frequency of the two chosen points,
so th at (Ol - (02 = 4.7lv and let us put

M=b.
lal
11l

Then we find, aftel' introducing the value of

Q
À=~2-lalm.v
Is

V lr

[.t

- b2 '
1-

.

(17)

When the resonanre curve has been drawn, (17) gives a valne
of À fol' each ordinate lal. lf this valne or what amo~mts to the
same v

V

2

1b

b~

is constant, this pl'oves that the inf1uence of the

dumping can really' be l'epl'esented by a linear term in the eqnatióll
of motion.
The following table contains the values of v and b, taken from
tile diagram, and those of
1)

If the

v

V

2

b
we have deduced from them.
l-b'2:

figllre is brollght into the right position hy a rotation of 90°.
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-

Ordi·
nates

11

b

y[j2

15

0,0911

0,812

1,32

0,120

12

0,152

0,649

0,853

0,130

9

0,221

0,488

0,560

0,124

7

0,293

0,380

0,413

0,121

5

0,403

0,271

0,280

0,114

4

0,489

0,217

0,222

0,108

3

0,618

0,163

0,165

0,0957

1-b2

11

p

1-b2

-

The last column shows that fol' the gl'eatel', deviations, not less
than 7 mm, the cu rve agl'ees satisfactorily with theol'y,

11

V

2

1 b b2

being sufficiently constant. If we pass on to smaller ol'dinates this
<}uantity seems to decrease "e1'y rapidly. lL must be remarked llOWever tlmt the small ordmates cannot be measul'ed with sufficient
precision. We shal1 therefore use tbe first foul' ordinntes on1.1. The
mean of the nllmbel's deduced from them is
11

V

2

1 b ,

b

=

0,124.

Fnrther it follows from the curve that
1,85

/a/ m = 145,4 = 0,320.10- 2•
'rhe moment of inertia of the vibrating system was determined
by meaburing the change of frequenC'y pl'oduced by tbe addition of
a small moment of inertia, which is aC'curately lmown.
We found 1) fol' it

Q= 0,0126
If now we take 1300 fol' the magnetization (calculated fl'om the
hystel'esis curve of the material nnd the constants of the cad) we
find for the maguetic moment of the cy linde!'
470.
Is
With these numbel's equation (17) leads to the value

=

1) h may be roentioned here tha t, as.,uroing a pure cylindl'ical form, we calcu·
laled for the moment of inertia of the cylindel' wilhout the glass tube and the
little mirror Q= 0,0102.
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1 = 1,1. i 0-7,

which agrees very wel! with tbe theoretical one 1,:13. 10- 7•
We must observe, however, that we cannot assign to onr measurements a greater preci&ion than of 10% ,
It seems to us th at wItbin these hmits the theoretICal conclusions
have been fairly eonfirmed by OUl' obseryations ..
The experiments bave been cal'rled out in tIle "Physlkalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt". We wan t to expr ess our thanks fOl" the appamtus lnndly placed at our dIsposition.

Physics. - "On a possible influence of the
saZar p/tenomena". By Prof. P. ZEEMAN.
(Oommunicated

lil

FRESNEL-co~f.ficient

on

the meeting of September 25, 1915).

1 d(.l

We shall prove, herf, that the pl'esence of the term - - -d of
{J,

J.

_

in the expression fol' the FRESNEL coefficient (cf. also my
paper Vol. 18, p. 398 of these Pl'oceedings) may give rise to a
change in the propagation of light waves if in a moving, refracting
medIUm a change of velocity OCClll"S. I suppose the medIUm to have
everywhere the same density and to be flowlng with a veloei/y v
parallel to the axis of X in a system of coordinates that is at rest WItll
respect to the obsel'ver. ln the direction of the Z axis a velocIty
gl'adient exists in sueh a way, that the veloci/y decl'eases with tbe
distance to the X axis and becomes zero at the distance z -== 6. If
now the incident lighfbeam (wtth a plane wave front) is parallel to
the axis of X, tlle parts of the wave fronts wlllrh are neal' tlus
axis will be more carried with the medIUm than those at a gteatel'
distauce. The wave front wIll thus be rotated.
If the velocity derl'eases linearly in thc direction of the Z axis
the wavefront will remain plane. ln a time t the angle of rota/ion,
LORENTZ

(supposed to be small) rvill be a

E.U.t.

= ~'

whet'e

E

is tbe

FRESNEL

co€'fficient and where v and 6 have the a.bove mentlOned meanillg.
More iu generfil we may cOl1sidel' an element of the wave ft'oni
,

du

v

alld then write dz for 6' Moreovel'

mal' be expresserl as a fune-

tion of the velocity of light and the path thl'ough whieh the l'nys
have travelled, so that we find
El dv
I!=-(1)
IJ/tl d::

46
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